
 

 

27. Yesterday we ( went – go ) to Covent 
Garden Market. 
28. Naser ( rode – was riding) his bike when he 
fell off. 
29. In 1976, a student in Poland ( writes – 

wrote) to his parents. 

30. Eman said they ( are going – were going ) 
to the zoo. 
31. Samira replied she (couldn't - can’t ) play 
table tennis. 
32-Huda said she ( buy – bought) a new shirt. 

33. She said I ( don’t  –didn’t   ) come with them. 

34. I didn’t always ( use to – used to ) live in 
Canada. 
35. I ( used to – use to ) live in Syria when I was 
a child. 
36. We ( used to – didn’t use to ) have a cinema, 

or a sports Centre, like we do now. 

37. There didn’t use to be many people. Now, 
there ( are – were) a lot. 
38. They ( don’t – didn’t ) use to watch TV. 
39. That used to ( be – been ) our favourite game. 

40. I looked all over the garden, but I ( could – 
couldn’t ) find it. 
41. Because it was dark, I (could – couldn’t) see 

anything  

42. You ( should – must ) remember to use the 
correct punctuation. 
43. You (must– should) start a sentence with a 
capital letter. 
44. You (mustn’t – shouldn’t) forget to put a 

punctuation mark at the end of the sentence. 

45. We are only allowed to wear black shoes to 

school. We ( have to – should) wear black shoes 

to school. 

46.It’s a good idea to make a revision timetable. 

You ( must – should ) make a revision timetable. 

47. To make your writing more interesting, you 

(should – must) try to use lots of descriptive 

words. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 1 , 2, 3 
Choose a correct answer in brackets:قواعد ومفردات 
1. The suitcase is (heavier / heaviest )than the 
backpack. 
2. After a long day at work, it’s nice (sit / to sit ) 
down for a bit. 
3. A grizzly bear is (as / more) tall as a giraffe. 

4. (Both / Although) I like lions, penguins are 
my favourite animal. 
5. (Archaeology / Engineering) is the study of 
human history that looks at artefacts and 
remains. 
6. A (grizzly bear / tiger) is a large, orange and 
brown stripy animal. 
7. When something is (triangular / diamondshaped), 
it has three sides and three corners. 
8. (Wheat / Honey) is a sweet, sticky substance 
made by bees from the nectar in flowers. 
9. To (link / exchange) something is to give it 
away in return for something else. 
10. A (river / lake) is a large area of water, 
surrounded by land. 
11. The (muscles / lungs) are a pair of organs 
in the chest that help us breathe. 
12. The (tongue / skin) is the organ used to taste. 

13. Lubna loses her schoolbook.she is  
(exited – upset ) 
14. Omar’s little brother breaks his computer 
game.He is (angry – impressed ) 
15. Fahed hears a noise in the middle of the 
night .He is (scared – excited ) 
16 Hind is just about to do an exam .She is 
(worried – angry ) 
17  Rashed’s friend does a very good 
project.He is (impressed – upset ) 
18  Siham’s grandmother is in hospital.She is ( 

nervous– embarrassed) 

19 Mariam forgets the answer to an easy 
question.She is ( worried – embarrassed) 
20- Issa wins a prize.He is (exited – upset ) 

21. What ( do you study – are you studying ) in 
history this year? 
22. I (play– am playing) volleyball every Saturday. 
23. I ( read – am reading ) a good book at the 
moment. 
24. They always( go – are going ) skiing in 
winter. 

81 .25.While I ( shopped – was shopping) in the 

market, I fell into a box of fruit. 

81 .26. I was walking away, when suddenly he (put 

- was putting ) his hand on my shoulder.. 

. 
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Complete the following dialogues: 
 Write the questions ( 6 marks) 

 صناعة سؤال وتشكيم جواب 

80. Maher: …………………………………………? 
Shadi: I went to a restaurant yesterday . 
81. Maher: …………………………………………? 
Shadi: I went with my friends . 
83. Maher: …………………………………………? 
Shadi: My favourite food is pizza . 
Write the answers: 
Ruba: What’s your favourite food? 
84. Samer: …………………………………………… 
Ruba: How often do you have  it ? 
85. Samer: …………………………………………… 

 Read and match : انتوصيـــم 

B A 

a) so she looked out 
of the window and 
though 

86. He must go 
home, 

b) her mother had an 
operation. 

87. Nadia couldn’t 
sleep 

c) who lives in 
Bahrain . 

88. The telephone 
was 

d) His mother is 
waiting for him . 

89. When Faten was 
a child 

e) by Alexander 
Graham Bell in 1876 

 

 

B A 

a)Ali. Have you heard 
bad news? 

90.Hind is just about 
to do an exam 

b) I’m  impressed  91.You look really 
upset 

c)when I heard a 
noise downstairs. 

92.I  was lying in bed,  

d)I came  to the 
school last year. 

93.Siham’s 
grandmother is in 
hospital. 

e)She is  nervous  

 

Directed by  M.Alloubad 

 

 

 

 

 

Write a missing word : انكهمــة انمفقـــودة 
48- they traveled abroad---------2005. 
49- Ahmad left a home two hours -------------. 
50-While it ----------raining , He phoned me . 
51- I------------reading a new story now . 

52-It isn’t necessary to bring your own lunch. 

53-You  don’t------------ bring your own lunch. 

54-They ----------- use to watch TV. 

55-we live ---------Homs . 
56-he arrived ---------9 o'clock . 
57-I met him -----------Monday. 
58-Omar goes to school ----------bus . 
59-She graduated-----------1999. 
60-He -----------use to drive quickly . 
61- I---------reading a newspaper at the moment . 
62-he----------stayed in a hotel for two weeks . 
63-I have--------take my card to a concert . 
64-Ahmad is ------------longest in our family . 
65-we------------visit Apamia next week . 

- he started a job ------------April .66 

67.I am interested --------math. 

68.Syria is famous …………its cities . 

69.I am worried -----------him . 

70.Iab good --------math. 

71.She listens --------music . 

________________________________ 

A: Didn’t you find what you …………lost? 
72. a. did         b. were          c. had 
B: I looked all over the garden, but I ……….. 
find it. 
73. a. could        b. couldn’t   c. wasn’t 
A: ………….did you lose it? 
74. a. What        b. When      c. Where 
B: In the street next door. 
A: But it ……………….. still be there! 
75. a. was         b. could        c. ought 

___________________________ 

A: ………. you tell me about Canada? What 
is it like? 
76. a. Are      b. Have        c. Can 
B: Yes, it’s a lot colder than here. Snow 
covers a lot of the 
country ……….. six months. 
77. a. since    b. for           c. ago 
A: What do the Canadians do in ………… 
free time? 
78. a. they      b. them         c. their 
B: Well, …….….winter, they like skiing. 
79. a. in          b. on              c. at 

 

 

b
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b
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32. ( When - After ) a few hours, I got tired of 

playing video games. 

33. I'll phone you ( until – as soon as ) I arrive. 

34. They were late, ( because – although) their 

car had broken down on the way. 

35. You can wait here ( after – until) it’s time to go 

home. 

36. I feel terrible. I’m coughing, and I’ve got a ( 
headache - sore throat) too. It hurts when I 
speak. 
-(Although-when ) Ahmed hadn’t been hungry, 
he  ate  his supper. 
37. I ate too much. I’ve got a (stomachache- 
sprained) now. 
38. I was playing tennis when I fell and 
(stomachache- sprained) my ankle. So I can’t 
play for a few days. 
39. I feel very hot. I’m sure I’ve got a high 
(temperature – toothache ) 
40. I’ve got water in my ears after swimming, 
and it’s giving me terrible ( stomachache - 
earache)  
41. I must go to the dentist. I’ve got (toothache 
– sprained ) 
42. My head hurts. I often get (headaches–  

sprained ) like this when I haven’t slept well. 

43. In the past, people walked very long 
distances to get water from(wells- buckets ) 
44-They used to carry the heavy (hygiene- 
buckets ) of water all the way back home. 
45. Nowadays, people install (pmps- buckets ) 
so that clean water reaches their homes. 
46. Having clean water is an essential part of 
good (hygiene- buckets ) . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 4.5.6 
Choose a correct answer in brackets:قواعد ومفردات 
1.There aren’t ( some – any ) cars on the island. 
2. There are too ( much - many ) parked vehicles. 
3. There are too many cars in the city. There 
isn’t ( many – enough) space for them all. 
4. ( Too many – Too much ) people drive cars. 
It’s bad for the environment. 
5. ( More - Much ) people should use bicycles. 
6. Who ate (some – all ) the biscuits? The packet 

is empty! 

7. Too ( many – much) rain will damage the crops. 

8. I can’t buy a ticket, because it costs too ( 

much – many) . 

9- I can’t drive a car yet. I’m not old ( too – enough) . 
10- I don’t like this building. It’s ( too – enough ) 

old-fashioned. 

11. Hardly ( some – any) plants are able to 

survive in the icy Antarctic. 

12- The city isn’t peaceful ( too – enough). 

13. Hama is in ( a - the ) west of Syria. 

14. ( A – The ) streets in Damascus are full of 

people buying and selling. 

15. Hama is ( a - an ) city with beautiful old houses. 

16. We visited ( a – the ) Princes Islands. 

17. The Old City is in( a – the) centre of Damascus. 

18. Come in ! I ( just made – have just made ) tea. 
19. I ( haven’t had – didn’t have ) lunch yet. 

.I('ve done - 'll do ) gymnastics since  I was a 02 

21.I ( have read- read ) that book for an hour. 

22.I  left  a message because she(has gone ) 

had gone out. 

23.When I ( arrive – arrived) at the restaurant, 

my friends had left. 

24.Before she went to school, Carol ( has 

learnt – had learnt ) to speak three languages. 

25. I've done gymnastics ( for – since ) I was a 
child. 
26. I've done gymnastics ( since – for ) 1980. 
27. You’ve been talking on the phone ( since – 

for) an hour. 

28. The charity, ( who – which) is based in 
France, has several projects in Africa too. 
29. My cousins, ( who – which) live in 

Denmark, email us often. 

30. There hasn’t been much rain, ( who – which) 
is bad news for farmers. 
31. Tourists, ( who – which ) come to Jordan, 

go to Petra. 
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Complete the following dialogues: 
 Write the questions ( 6 marks) 

 صناعة سؤال وتشكيم جواب 

B A 

a) played all over the 
world. 

71. Don’t borrow your 
friend’s book 

b) e) without his 
permission. 

72. Nowadays, 
basketball is 

c) you must first 
understand it . 

73. You shouldn’t be 
late, 

d) because the bus 
won’t wait for you 

74. To solve a 
problem, 

e)She is  nervous  

 

B A 

a) played all over the 
world. 

75. While I   was 
shopping in the 
market, 

b) when he  fall 
asleep. 

76. These buildings 
are too  dark.  

c) They are not bright 
 enoughit . 

77. Although Ahmed 
hadn’t been hungry,  

d) because the bus 
won’t wait for you 

78. He was thinking 
about his new school  

e) he ate  his supper.  
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Write amissing word : انكهمــة انمفقـــودة 
47.I feel very hot. I’m sure I’ve got ------ high 
temperature. 
 48. I went to the dentist,………..told me I 
should eat less sugar. 
49. Thank you for your birthday 
card,…………....arrived today. 
50. I often listen to music while I study, but 
not……………. the time. 
51. I haven’t got …. news about my exam results 
52-Fatima said that----------was good at math. 
53-Omar told me that he lost-------keys. 
54-there----------students in a classroom . 
55. There is too ………… pollution in the city. 
56-She has been reading ---------two hours. 
57- He hasn’t left a flat ……………. 
Choose the correct answer ( a , b , or c ) to 
complete the following dialogue: ( 8 marks) 
) A: I've got this terrible sore throat. 
B: ………….. did you had it? 
58. a. How long    b. How much    c. How old 
A: For a week. …………… started last 
Saturday. 
59. a. He               b. She          c. It 
B: Ok. …………… give you some antibiotics. 
60. a. I was           b. I’m          c. I’ll 
I think you should stay ………… bed. 

61. a. on                b. in            c. of 

____________________ 

 A: Let’s take the emergency blanket. 
B: I disagree. It isn’t ………… most important thing. 
62. a.             b. the                c. an 
A: If we take it, we will be warm ……….. night. 
63. a. on           b. in               c. at 
B: That ………….. true. 
64. a. is            b. are            c. can 
A: …………….. I write it down? 
65. a. Are          b. Does       c. Shall 

Complete the following dialogues: 
 ions ( 6 marks)Write the quest 

 صناعة سؤال وتشكيم جواب 

66. Omar: ………………………………………? 
Khalid: Some tourists come to Syria for 
adventure. 
67. Omar: ………………………………………? 
Khalid: The blue Beach is in Lattakia . 
68. Omar: …………………………………? 
Khalid: You can go swimming or sailing there . 
* Write the answers: 
Rana: What is your city famous for ? 
69. Naya: ………………………………………… . 
Rana: How long have you been there ? 
70. Naya: ………………………………………… . 

b
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b
I met old friend



 

 

28. It takes a long time to fly to Australia,(isn’t – 
doesn’t )it? 
29. I can sit here, (cant – can )I ? 
30. We’re ready to set off,(are- aren't )we ? 
31. You’ve packed the wheel,(have – haven’t 

)you? 

32. You heard that, (don’t – didn’t )you ? 

33. Most students in Britain have lunch at school, 

(haven’t – don’t ) they? 

34. It's a lovely day, ……… it? 

35. He’s been talking for hours, (hasn’t – isn’t ) 

he? 

36-I wish I (travelled / travelling) to more places. 
37. I wish I (eat / ate) enough vegetables. 
38. I wish I (read / will read) more books. 

39. I wish I ( didn’t forgot - don’t forget) the time. 

40. I wish I ( know – knew) that you were ill. 
41. I wish I ( understood – understand ) English. 

42 Treat your friends the way you would like to be 
(treated/known). 
43 Keep (ideas/secrets )that your friends tell you. 
44 Pay (attention /money) if your friend is telling 
you things. 
45 Keep your( promises/presents). 
46 (Lose/Share )your things with your friend. 
47 (Defend/Leave ) your friend if he/she is in 
trouble. 
48 See your friend sometimes/regularly and do 
things together. 
49 Apologise if you have an (appointment -

argument) . Read and complete these quotes 

using the words 

50. (volcano- avalanche ) is The liquid rock 
flowed out towards the town. 
51. (volcano- hurricane) is Fast winds around the 

eye at over 120 kilometres per hour. 

52. (tsunami - hurricane) is Killer waves were 30 
metres high. 
53. (flood - hurricane) The heavy rainfall caused 

the walls of the dam to break, and water poured 

into the town. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 7,8,9,10,11,12 
Choose a correct answer in brackets:قواعد ومفردات 
 
1. I’m sure it ( will rain – won't rain). The sky 
looks clearer now. 
2. What ( did you do – are you going to do) 
when you finish school? 
3. I’ve decided. ( I studied – am going to) 
study French next year, as well as Biology. 

4. Promise you’ll phone me as soon as you 

(get - will get ) your results. 

5. In the future, there ( were – will be) 

computers on every desk at school. 

6. Next summer I (am going to visit - visited) 

my aunt. 

7.I need some one to close the window . 

(shall – should ) I help you ? 

8- If they (fell –fall) down, they would be in the 
buried city. 

9- If I go to London, I ( won’t – wouldn't) know anyone. 

10- If we ( don’t – didn’t ) hurry up, we won't get to 

school on time. 

11. I would go if I ( have – had) some money. 

12. If I were you, I ( will – would) take a coat. 

13. What would you do if you ( found – find) 

money? 

14. If he saw the hole, he wouldn’t (fell – fallen). 

15. I'll phone you  as soon as  I arrived-arrive) 

16. Over 20 people ( are – were) killed last month 

on the road. 

17. Every year, the islands ( are – were) visited by 

thousands of tourists. 

18. Natural disasters can ( be – being ) predicted 

by scientists. 

19. Today, millions of mobile phone calls ( are – 

were ) being made every second. 

20. Natural disasters can ( be – being ) predicted 

by scientists. 

21. People are being ( rescue – rescued) by helicopter. 

22. Food and drink can’t be ( take - taken ) into the 

theatre. 

23. For the past three weeks, (I’ve read– I’ve been 

reading ) a sad story. 

24. ( I’ve known - I've been knowing ) my friend all my 

life. 

25. I'm tired. I (cleaned – have been cleaning ) the 

house all day. 

26. Your eyes are red. ( Had you cried - Have you 

been crying) ? 

27. It ( has rained – has been raining) for the last 

few days. 

b
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Complete the following dialogues: 
* Write the questions : 
71. Lubna………………………………………? 
Hind: My mother is a teacher . 
72.Lubna………………………………………? 
Hind: She teaches in the university . 
73. Lubna: …………………………………………? 
Hind: She has been teaching for ten years . 
* Write the answers: 
Omar : what is your favourite job  ? 
74. Samer: …………………………………………… 
. 
Omar:Do you like your job?   
75. Samer: …………………………………………… 

B A 

a) played all over the 
world. 

76. I feel tired at 

school. 

b) I wish I went to bed 

earlier. 

77. These buildings 
are too  dark.  

c) , I spoke to the 
teacher. 

78. My mother has 
been teaching me to 
play the piano, 

d) but I can’t play 
very well yet. 

79.  After  the lesson 
had ended 

e) he ate  his supper.  

 

B A 

a) played all over the 
world. 

80. I would buy a 
camera. 

b) if I  had enough 
money 

81. 24. Nowadays, 
basketball  

c) is played  all over 
the world. 

82. I  will stay ) 
indoors  

d) until it stops 
raining. 

83. If I speak English,  

e) my English  will   
improve. 
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Write amissing word : انكهمــة انمفقـــودة 
 

54. If I go shopping, I…………… buy some 

new pens. 

55. He is angry ----------his little brother. 

56. It has-----------raining all the time . 

57. The weather ……… be warmer all over the 

world. 

58-we------------visit Apamia next week . 

59-Hamza can't swim,--------he? 

60. If I were  rich, I-------buy a new car. 

61-------the exam was easier, I would ( get – 

got) a better mark. 

 62.Natural disasters can -----------predicted by 

scientists.r mark. 

63.You’ve been talking on the phone------- an 

hour.     Lubna! The post ---------just arrived . 

5) A: Are you on …….. way to the village in 
the valley? 
64. a. your b. you c. yours 
B: Yes, I have just come ……… the mountain 
village. 
65. a. on b. at c. from 
A: ..........did you find the mountain village ? 
66. a. Where b. When c. How 
B: It ………… wonderful. 
66. a. was b. did c. could 

_____________________________________
A: …………. are you studying in history this 
year? 
67. a. What b. When c. Why 
B: The history of ancient Greece. ……..….is 
interesting . 
68. a. He           b. She          c. It 
A: What …………. you do at the weekend ? 
69. a. are          b. do         c. have 
A: I play volleyball every Saturday. 
B: I'm thinking …..…….. starting a reading 
club. 

70. a. on       b. about        c. in 

 

 

 

 

 

b
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So I can't see any thing 



 

 

B. Read the following text then do the tasks 
below: 
Creativity encourages us to express ourselves 
and we all use it in different ways. There are 
many 
benefits to using creativity. It allows us to take 
risks and to be free. It also helps us to know 
ourselves better when we use our thoughts and 
feelings to create something. The more we use 
creativity, the more confident we become and 
begin to appreciate our work. Another one of 
its benefits is relieving stress. Using our minds, 
hands and energy is very enjoyable. In addition, 
it prepares us for facing challenges and helps us 
become better problem solvers. Here are some 
simple ways you can improve your creativity: try 
to make tasks more fun, change a certain habit, 
spend more time in nature, start a new hobby 
and expose yourself to different forms of art. 
Overall, creativity makes life more interesting, 
and humanity wouldn’t be where it is today 

if it wasn’t for the ideas of great thinkers and 

innovators. 

• Write T (true) or F (false): (30 marks) 
6. Creativity makes us feel better about 
ourselves. 
7. Creativity makes it difficult to solve 
problems. 
8. Doing the same thing over again is a way to 
improve creativity. 
• Answer the following questions: 

(20 marks) 
9. What are three benefits of creativity? 
10. What are three ways to become more 

creative? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Read the following text then do the 
tasks below: 
Many teenagers are gamers and they play 

from time to time. This  gamesvideo  computer or

activity can be entertaining as well as social; 

friends can have an 

enjoyable time playing together. It also has other 

benefits such as becoming better at making 

one's general  improvingdecisions and 

wellbeing. 

However, some gamers may forget 

about the real world and get addicted 

to playing the games. You can tell when someone 

is a gaming addict by observing their behaviour. 

Look out for signs that 

the person didn't show before becoming addicted, 

such as wasting studying time in order to play, 

not spending time with friends and family, not 

getting enough sleep and losing interest in other 

can even become violent if Addictshobbies.  

they are unable to play. Other signs include 

physical illness such as numbness in the 

hands and wrists, dryness in the eyes, 

headaches and change in weight. 

Choose the right answer ( a , b , or c ) to complete 

marks ) 30( the following:  

1-Computer games con be---------- 

a-boring      b-not exciting  c- entertaining as well 

as social 

2-Computer games  has benefits such as 

a-becoming better at making decisions      

b-wasting studying time  

c-to become violent 

3-Addicts can even become violent if 

they ------------- 

a-can play   b- cant play   c-aren't able to play 

 . 

Choose two of the underlined words in the text to 

marks ) 20: ( suit their definitions below 

4-To make something better 

5-Unable to stop doing something  
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Choose the correct tense between 
brackets: ( 10 marks) 
26. I ( wait – am waiting ) for my friend.She is 
late. 
27. Nowadays, computers ( are used – were 
used) for letters.. 
28. She left a message because she ( has 
gone– had gone) out. 
29. If my English ( got – gets) better, I’ll do 
well at school.. 
30. I( haven’t visited - haven’t been visiting ) 
Europe yet. 
Complete the following dialogues: 
Write the questions ( 6 marks) 
31. A: ……………………...…………………… 
? 
B: I am fifteen years old. 
32. A: ……………………...…………………… 
? 
B: I went to school in Canada. 
33. A: …………………………………………… 
? 
B: I lived in Canada for six years. 
Write the answers: ( 4 marks) 
34. A: How many brothers and sisters have 
you got? 
B: ………………………………………………. 
35. A: What do you do in your free time? 
B: ………………………………………………… 
–Write a 50 word composition about ONE 
of the following topics: ( 10 marks) 
Topic 1: Write a health diary for a week.. 

Topic 2 : Write about a story or a film you like 
 

 

 

 

 

Directed by  M.Alloubad 

 

 

 

 

 

Read the following sentences and choose 
the correct answer:( 8 marks) 
11. Are you(afraid – angry ) of spiders? I am too. 
12. 1. There is too ( many - much ) traffic on 
our roads.. 
13. ( Although – Because ) Ahmed hadn’t 
been hungry, he ate his supper. 
14. It takes five hours to get there, (isn’t- 
hasn’t ) it?. 
Choose the correct answer ( a , b , or c ) to 
complete the following dialogue: ( 8 
marks) 
A: What ………….. you studying in history 
this year? 
15. a. do b. can c. are 
B: The history of ancient Greece. It’s 
interesting. 
A: What ………………. you do at the 
weekend ? 
16. a. are b. have c. do 
A: I ………………… volleyball every 
Saturday. 
17. a. play b. am playing c. plays 
B: I’m thinking -------- starting a Reading club. 
18. a. with b. about c. on 
A: That’s a good idea. I’m reading a good 

book at the moment. 

Write the missing word in each space: 
19. You have-------wear uniform to school . 
20. Snacks can …………….. bought at the 
shop. 
21. Somebody left the door open, ..…. they? 

Complete each item in column (A ) with the 

correct choicefrom column ( B)( marks) 

B A 

a) played all over the 
world. 

80. Too   much rain  

b) will damage the 
crops. 

81. 24. Nowadays, 
basketball  

c) is played  all over 
the world. 

82. I  will stay indoors  

d) until it stops 
raining. 

83. There aren’t 
enough buses,  

e) so people drive 
their cars everywhere 
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A. Read the following text then do the tasks 
below: 
Most of us know that the highest mountain 
in the world is Mount Everest. But something 
that most of us don’t think about is the deepest 

point on Earth! It is called the Mariana Trench 
and it is in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. 
The lowest lake – interestingly not called a lake 

at all, but a ‘sea’ – is the Dead Sea. The water 

in the Dead Sea is also the saltiest in the world. 
Hardly anything can live in it, except simple 
organisms like green algae. 
Most people think that a desert is a hot, dry, 
sandy place, but in fact, any place that receives 
hardly any rainfall can be called a desert. And 
that makes Antarctica the world’s largest desert 

– even though it is covered in ice. It is also the 

world’s highest, windiest and coldest continent. 

On the other extreme, the world’s hottest 

temperature ever recorded was in 1922, in 
El Azizia, Libya – the temperaturesa 

frightening 57.8°C! 

 • Write T (true) or F (false): (30 marks) 
6. Amsterdam is compared to Venice because 
they both have many canals. 
7. Not many people of different nationalities 
live in Amsterdam. 
8. The city centre is always crowded with cars. 

• Answer the following questions: 
(20 marks) 
9. Why is Amsterdam considered a cultural 
centre? 
10. Why does a small number of Dutch people 
drive cars in the city centre? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Read the following text then do the tasks 
below: 
Syria has an amazing history and culture. It has 
many wonderful places to visit. The capital city, 
Damascus, has lovely stone houses and historical 
sites, such as the Citadel and Umayyad Mosque. 
Palmyra is a world-famous archaeological site and 
one of Syria’s most spectacular landmarks. 
Aleppo 
is the second largest city in Syria, famous for its 
poets and musicians – and for its spicy food! 
The weather and geography of Syria is very 
varied. The climate by the sea is nice and warm. 
The quality of the soil there is very good, and 
this is where lots of farmers grow food and other 
crops. Towards the east, lots of people live here 
and many crops grow, including cotton. The 
central 
and eastern part of Syria is mainly desert. In the 
northeast, you can find the Jezira. This is another 
area where lots of plants grow. In spring, the area 
is covered with beautiful wild flowers. 
 Syria has a rich and varied wildlife. However 
many animals live far away from people and are 
difficult to find. In the mountains there are bears, 
gazelles, antelopes, wolves and hyenas. 

Choose the right answer ( a , b , or c ) to 

marks ) 30( complete the following:  

1-The Citadel and Umayyad Mosque are in-----

-- 

a-Aleppo          b- Jezira         c-Damascuse 

2-Aleppo is famous for its---------------- 

a- its spicy food       b-its desert      c-its sea  

3-The wildlife in Syria is ----------- 

a-poor        b-not varied         c-rich and varied 

Choose two of the underlined words in the text 

marks ) 20: ( to suit their definitions below 

4-well known              

5-plants that grow   
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b

b
Mariana Trench  is in the top of the Pacific Ocean. 

b
The Dead sea is the lowest sea in the world 

b
ElAziza is  the world’s highest, windiest and coldest desert. 

b

b
What is the saltest sea in the world?

b
What is the deepest point in the world?



 

 

Choose the correct tense between brackets: 
( 10 marks) 
26. I ( wait – am waiting ) for my friend.She is 
late. 
27. 6. I ( didn’t ride - haven’t ridden ) my new 
bike yet.. 
28. 4. She said that they ( had – have ) a nice 
house. 
29. If I ( lose – lost ) my watch, I would buy 
another one. 
30. For the past three weeks, (I’ve read– I’ve been 

reading ) a sad story 
Complete the following dialogues: 
Write the questions ( 6 marks) 
31. A: …………………………...…………………… ? 
B: I bought a new shirt 
32. A: …………………………...…………………… ? 
B: It costs S. P 400 
33. A: …………………………...…………………… ? 
B: It is blue. 
Write the answers:( 4 marks ) 
34. A: How do you go to school ? 
B: …………………………………………………. 
35. A: What food do you like most? 
…………………………………………………….. 
Write a 50 word composition about ONE of 
the following topics: ( 10 marks) 
Topic 1: Write a description of a Friend of yours 

Topic2 Write a paragraph describing a city in 
Syria. 

 

 

 

 

 

Directed by  M.Alloubad 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Read the following sentences and choose 
the correct answer:( 8 marks) 
11. 8 The (tongue / skin) is the organ used to 
taste. 
12. The city isn’t peaceful ( too – enough). 
13. My cousins, ( who – which) live in Denmark, 
email us often. 
10. (Defend/Leave ) your friend if he/she is in 

trouble. 
Choose the correct answer ( a , b , or c ) to 
complete the following dialogue: ( 8 
marks) 
A: Let’s take the emergency blanket. 
B: I disagree. It isn’t ………… most important 
thing. 
1. a. a               b. the           c. an 
A: If we take it, we will be warm ……….. 
night. 
2. a. on            b. in               c. at 
B: That ………….. true. 
3. a. is            b. are            c. can 
A: …………….. I write it down? 
4. a. Are        b. Does             c. Shall 
Write the missing word in each space: 
19. Who ate …….. the biscuits? The packet is 
empty. 
20.They-----------been working all the time. 
21. while I…………. doing my homework , he 

phoned me 

 Complete each item in column (A ) with the.

( marks)correct choicefrom column ( B) 

B A 

a) when it started to 
rain. 

80. If the weather 
wasn't bad,  

b) which made my 
parents proud. 

81. I  was waiting for 
the bus  

c) is played  all over 
the world. 

82. I did very well this 
term, 

d) we  would go to 
the beach. 

83 I must go to the 
dentist.  

e) I’ve got toothache 
– 
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